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Systamex Software inc. presents an application « COURSES PLANNER » designed for teachers with the iPad. It’s not a calendar, everyone has a calendar but teacher needs a planner. « COURSES PLANNER » is so easy to use. With this application, a teacher can: plan every teaching day; plan daily lessons, homework assignments; manage meetings, assemblies, school activities and personal reminders; note student comments, schedule, parent communications, resources. There are so many things that happen each month that need to be planned for. « COURSES PLANNER » is portable enough to carry to meetings, like parent teacher conferences, staff meetings. Systamex Software inc. presents « COURSES PLANNER » that allow to easily manage planning for teachers, kindgarden to university. « COURSES PLANNER » allows to plan teaching and agenda but permits to edit it at any time. Protected by a password, the application is a user-friendly tool, essential for a teacher who wants quick access to the planning daily, weekly, monthly, and why not annual. They are so many possibilities. Used presently by more than five hundred teachers around the world, « COURSES PLANNER » meets teachers’ needs.